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Characterization of the Immediate Effect of a
Training Session on a Manual Wheelchair
Simulator With Haptic Biofeedback: Towards
More Effective Propulsion
Martine Blouin, Mathieu Lalumière, Dany H. Gagnon, Félix Chénier and Rachid Aissaoui, Member, IEEE

Abstract— Eighteen manual wheelchair users (MWUs) with
spinal cord injury participated in a training session on a new
manual wheelchair simulator with haptic biofeedback (HB). The
training aimed to modify participants’ mechanical effective force
(MEF) along the push phase to achieve a target MEF pattern
slightly more effective than their pre-training pattern. More HB
was provided if the participants’ achieved MEF pattern deviated
from the target. Otherwise, less HB was provided. The deviation
between the participants’ achieved MEF and the target, as well
as the mean achieved MEF, were computed before, during and
after the training session. During the training, participants
generally exceeded the target pattern at the beginning of the push
cycle and achieved it towards the end. On average, participants
also increased their mean MEF by up to 15.7% on the right side
and 12.4% on the left side between the pre-training and training
periods. Finally, eight participants could modify their MEF
pattern towards the target in post-training. The simulator tested
in this study represents a valuable tool for developing new
wheelchair propulsion training programs. Haptic biofeedback
also provides interesting potential for training MWUs to improve
propulsion effectiveness.
Index Terms— Rehabilitation robotics, haptic interfaces,
feedback, simulation, propulsion, wheelchairs, training,
mechanical effective force (MEF), spinal cord injury.
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NOMENCLATURE
BL

Biofeedback level (a coefficient involved in the
computation of the biofeedback intensity
modulator).

FL, FR

Tridimensional forces applied on the left/right
rim.

Froll

Rolling resistance force applied in the direction
of the caster wheels orientation.

I0

Total vertical moment of inertia of the user and
wheelchair around the center of mass.

MEFini

Mean MEF pattern achieved during pre-training.

MEFT

Target MEF pattern.

MVM

Maximum voluntary propulsive moment.

MHBL, MHBR

Haptic biofeedback moment on the left/right
rim.

ML, MR

Tridimensional
left/right rim.

Mzini

Mean propulsive moment (Mz) pattern achieved
during pre-training.

MzL, MzR

Propulsive moment (moment about the wheel
hub) applied on the left/right rim.

PAini

Mean push angle achieved during pre-training.

R

Radius of the wheel.

Vini

Mean wheelchair linear velocity achieved during
pre-training.

ε

Biofeedback intensity modulator.

m

Mass of the user and wheelchair.

max(Mzini)

Maximum value of the Mzini pattern.

θL, θR

Angular displacement of the left/right wheel.

μ

Floor coefficient of friction.

ωL, ωR

Angular velocity of the left/right wheel.

(%push)

Pattern normalized between 0% (beginning) and
100% (end) of the push phase.

moments
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(θ)

Pattern expressed as a function of the wheel
angular displacement.

(t)
̅̅̅̅̅̅

Pattern expressed as a function of time.

ΔMEFRMS

Root-mean-square deviation between the
participant’s achieved MEF pattern and the
target MEF pattern.

Average value of MEF.

I. INTRODUCTION

N

EARLY ONE hundred million people worldwide
currently rely on manual wheelchairs for locomotion [1].
These people grip and release their wheelchair handrims about
3,500 times a day [2]. Manual wheelchair propulsion is a
functional activity involving repetitive and strenuous
movements, which increases the risk of developing shoulder
impairments [2]–[5]. When shoulder integrity is impaired,
activities of daily living become increasingly difficult to
perform and functional mobility is often compromised [6], [7].
Therefore, prevention of shoulder impairments through proper
propulsion technique training is strongly advised [6]–[9].
The Consortium for Spinal Cord Medicine released clinical
practice guidelines for minimizing upper limb risk exposure
and preserving upper limb integrity among manual wheelchair
users (MWUs) [6]. This consortium group recommended
using long smooth strokes with low force, low frequency and a
high push angle when propelling a manual wheelchair [6].
Cowan et al. also recommended teaching MWUs how to
reduce total propulsion forces, while maintaining sufficient
velocity for safe and successful participation in the community
[8].
In an attempt to reach a compromise between speed, force,
cadence and push angle, careful attention has been given to
propulsion effectiveness in the last 20 years [4], [5], [10]–[15].
Propulsion effectiveness is often expressed using the
mechanical effective force (MEF) parameter. The MEF is
defined as the squared ratio between the force applied
tangentially to the handrims, which contributes directly to the
motion of the wheelchair, and the total force [4], [13], [16]. A
few years ago, it was suggested that MEF could be increased
by about 10% without substantially changing shoulder kinetics
[13]. A moderate increase in MEF could allow MWUs to
reduce their total propulsion force, and probably their risk of
developing shoulder overuse injuries, while maintaining the
same speed performance [11], [13].
In the past 15 years, a few research groups have suggested
training programs that sometimes resulted in an increase in
propulsion effectiveness [5], [10], [11]. Dallmeijer et al. tested
the impact of a 7-week, 30 minutes per day/3 times per week
training program at 50% and 70% heart rate reserve among
healthy individuals, and found an increase in MEF for both the
experimental and control groups [5]. Kotajarvi et al. and de
Groot et al. tested the effect of visual feedback with the aim of
increasing the fraction effective force (FEF), a parameter
equivalent to the square root of MEF, among their participants
[10], [11]. While de Groot et al. observed that the mean FEF
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increased from 71%-76% to 90%-97% in their experimental
group of 10 healthy individuals between the pre-test and the
last training session (equivalent to a 31%-36% increase in
mean MEF) [11], Kotajarvi et al. noticed no change in
propulsion effectiveness with or without visual feedback
among their group of 18 experienced MWUs with T4-L2
spinal cord injury [10]. Kotajarvi et al. concluded that the use
of a visual feedback might not be optimal for improving
propulsion effectiveness in experienced MWUs [10].
Aside from these limited and somehow contradictory
successes, Kotajarvi et al. and de Groot et al. instructed their
participants to increase their mean FEF as much as possible
[10], [11]. However, an unrestricted increase in propulsion
effectiveness (FEF or MEF) has been associated with an
undesirable rise in the load sustained by the shoulders [13],
[17]–[19]. In addition, de Groot et al. observed that an
unrestricted increase in FEF led to significantly lower gross
mechanical efficiency [11], meaning that the participants’
energy expenditure was increased during propulsion at a given
power output level. Finally, both Kotajarvi et al. and de Groot
et al. chose to simultaneously display other propulsion
variables, such as speed [10], [11] and power output [10] in
addition to the FEF during their training sessions. These extra
variables may have distracted participants from their main
focus of attention and made learning and acquiring motor
skills more complex [9].
To overcome the above-mentioned limitations, we searched
for a feedback method that would provide real-time indication
of propulsion effectiveness over the entire push phase. We
also wanted to guide participants towards a specifically
targeted MEF pattern without displaying much visual
information. Haptic biofeedback (HB) is an alternative form of
sensory feedback that has been successfully used with
movement and force sequence pattern teaching [20], as well as
upper limb rehabilitation among people with post-stroke
hemiparesis [21]. HB uses the sense of touch, including the
perception of forces and movements, to provide information to
an end user. In spite of its recent advancements, HB has never
been tested in the context of manual wheelchair propulsion,
nor has it been evaluated as a tool for stimulating
improvement in propulsion effectiveness.
Our team recently developed a unique wheelchair simulator
(Fig.1) that provides real-time HB on MEF achieved
throughout the push phase [22]. The simulator allows
researchers to measure a participant’s usual MEF pattern at a
natural self-selected velocity without HB; it then enables a
new and improved target MEF pattern to be defined featuring
slightly greater propulsion effectiveness. When activated, HB
will artificially increase the apparent rolling resistance of the
wheelchair as the participant’s MEF pattern deviates from the
target pattern. Higher rolling resistance itself was found to
increase both work load and MEF [9], [10]. However, as the
participants get closer to the desired target pattern, the
resistance progressively decreases and cannot influence the
achieved MEF anymore. The first objective of this study is to
investigate whether HB can lead MWUs to dynamically
modify their MEF and move towards a chosen target MEF
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pattern during a single wheelchair simulator training session.
The second objective is to assess the immediate post-effect of
the training session on the MEF. We hypothesize that the HB
training will lead the participants to change their MEF pattern
towards the chosen target pattern during the training session
itself (H1). We also hypothesize that the participants will
maintain their new MEF pattern immediately after training
(H2).
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATOR
All the experimental tasks were performed on the haptic
simulator previously presented in Chénier et al. [22]. Fig. 2
schematically shows how the simulator works. The user
generates tridimensional forces (FL, FR) and moments (ML,
MR) that are respectively measured by the left (L) and right
(R) instrumented wheels (SmartWheel, Three Rivers
Holdings, LLC). Force and moment data are immediately
transferred to a computer running a real-time operating system
(xPC Target, The Mathworks Inc.). The wheel angular
displacement (θL, θR), defined as the difference between the
current wheel angular position and the wheel angular position
at the beginning of the push phase, is also computed in real
time from the data provided by two encoders integrated onto
the instrumented wheels.
When the haptic biofeedback is disabled (MHBL = MHBR =
0), the propulsive moments MzL and MzR, generated by the
user about the wheel hub, are used as the input for the
dynamic model of a virtual wheelchair. The dynamic model,
presented in [23], estimates the angular velocity of each rear
wheel (ωL, ωR) of a virtual wheelchair propelled on a levelground surface based on the propulsive moments M zL and
MzR. Velocity controllers ensure that the angular velocities of
the real wheelchair rear wheels match those of the virtual
wheelchair rear wheels, so that a complete haptic loop is
defined between the user and the simulator.
The virtual wheelchair is defined by three parameters [23]:
the total mass of the user and wheelchair (m), the total vertical
moment of inertia of the user and wheelchair around their
center of mass (I0), and the rolling resistance force (Froll)
applied in the direction of the caster wheels orientation [24].
In the present study, parameters m , I0 and Froll were defined as
follows: m was set to the total mass of each participant and
personal wheelchair, I0 was set to an average moment of
inertia computed with 10 subjects in an earlier study [23],
whereas Froll was computed using Froll = μ m g, with μ being
an average coefficient of friction of 0.0138 N/N and g being
the gravity constant 9.81 m/s2 [23]. Note that Froll equation is
technically that of a sliding force. However, considering that
Chenier et al. found very similar μ values for all their
participants when normalizing Froll by the weight of the user
and wheelchair (m g) [23], we estimate that the equation
provides a good approximation of the Froll parameter. As for I0,
its value has minimum impact on the wheelchair behavior as
long as the propulsion occurs mostly in a straight line [23].
When the haptic biofeedback is enabled, biofeedback
moments (MHBL, MHBR) are subtracted from the propulsive
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moments (MzL, MzR). The direct effect of MHBL and MHBR is to
increase the perception of resistance when the user pushes on
the handrims. For example, if MHBL increases from 0 Nm to 5
Nm, then the user will have to generate an additional 5 Nm on
the left wheel to maintain the same wheelchair linear velocity,
resulting in a feeling of higher resistance on the left side.
Biofeedback moments (MHB) are computed in real time for
each side separately. The magnitude of these moments is
dependent on the wheel angular displacement (θ) and is based
on the difference between the actual MEF pattern and the
target MEF pattern (MEFT):
|

|

(1)

where:
(2)
and where:





ε(θ) and MEFT(θ) are parameters of the haptic
biofeedback that will be described in section III.E;
Fi and Mi are the forces and moments applied by the user
on axis i in Newtons and Newtons-meters, x being the
anteroposterior axis, y being the vertical axis, and z
being the mediolateral axis;
R is the handrim radius in meters.

This means that, if the user follows the target MEF pattern
exactly, no biofeedback moment will be generated. However,
the user will feel more resistance as the MEF achieved
deviates from the target MEF. We hypothesize that, by
searching for the less strenuous propulsion pattern (i.e. the
pattern that offers less resistance), the user will be able to
change his MEF pattern towards the target MEF pattern..

Fig. 1.

Haptic wheelchair simulator.

Fig. 2.

Haptic simulator control schematics.
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III. METHODS
A. Participants
Eighteen long-term MWUs (16 men, 2 women) with spinal
cord injury participated in this study. Inclusion criteria were
adult MWUs diagnosed with complete or incomplete spinal
cord injury (AIS A, B or C) between vertebrae C7 and L1 for
three months or longer, who used a wheelchair as a primary
means of mobility, who measured between 1.55 and 1.90
meters in height, and who were able to perform wheelchair-towheelchair transfers independently with or without the use of
a transfer board. Participants were excluded from the study if
they had any history of pressure ulcers on the buttocks, or if
they reported any pain that could have hindered their
propulsion biomechanics. The project was approved by the
research ethics committees of the École de technologie
supérieure (ÉTS) and the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research
in Rehabilitation of Greater Montreal (CRIR).
B. Collection of participant information
Participants were weighed with their own wheelchair using
an adapted scale (Health o meter, Balance Bourbeau Inc.). The
wheelchair weight was also recorded separately. Participants
then completed two questionnaires on their ability to perform
physical exercise using the Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire (PAR-Q) [25] and their self-reported pain level
at the shoulders using the Wheelchair User Shoulder Pain
Index (WUSPI) [26]. All participants reported being able to
perform physical activity and none of them had a WUSPI
score higher than 3.9/10 in the categories ‘Pushing your chair
for 10 minutes or more’ and ‘Pushing up ramps or inclines
outdoors’. Moreover, all participants considered their shoulder
pain level low enough to go on with the training session.
C. Maximum voluntary propulsive moment (MVM)
Participants were provided assistance to transfer from their
personal wheelchair to the Invacare Ultralight A4 wheelchair
mounted on the simulator (seat width=44 cm, seat height from
ground= 57 cm, diameter of wheels = 24", camber angle = 0 o).
Their own seat cushion was used. The backrest angle was
adjusted as close as possible to that of the participant’s
personal wheelchair. Force sensors (OCS-2 digital hanging
scale, Scales Plus, 50 kg/490 N capacity) were attached
tangentially to the wheels and then fixed to the simulator base
(Fig. 3). Participants were then asked to push on the rims and
gradually reach their maximum force over 3-5 seconds.
Maximum force was recorded on each side for two trials.
Maximum force was transformed into MVM by multiplying it
by handrim radius (0.275 m).
D. Pre-training
Parameters m, I0 and Froll, as previously defined for this
study in section II, were programmed in the simulator for each
participant. This allowed to best replicate, for each participant,
the kinetics of propelling his own wheelchair on a levelground vinyl tiled floor.

Fig. 3.

Force sensor setup during the MVM measurement experiment.

Participants were first asked to propel freely on the
simulator for one minute in order to become familiar with this
new environment. Two pre-training trials without HB were
then conducted at the participant’s self-selected comfortable
velocity for one minute each. The forces and moments applied
on the handrims were recorded bilaterally at 240 Hz for the
last 30 seconds of each trial. The mean linear velocity reached
during each of the two 30-second acquisition periods was
calculated. If the mean linear velocity varied by more than
10% between the two trials, a third trial was recorded and trial
1 was discarded.
The MEF(t), expressed as a function of time, was calculated
from (2) for every push in each of the two trials retained. The
push phase was identified with a dual threshold method
applied on the total resultant force. The onset of the push
phase was detected when the resultant force exceeded the
threshold of 15N, whereas the offset of the push phase was
detected when the resultant force fell below the threshold
value of 5N. These thresholds were found experimentally [27].
The MEF(t) patterns were then time normalized between 0%
and 100% of the push phase to create MEF(%push) patterns.
Then, the 10 most repeatable pushes completed in each pretraining trial (20 pushes overall) were identified and their
MEF(%push) patterns were averaged to create the mean MEF
pattern achieved during pre-training (MEFini(%push)). The
most repeatable pushes were identified using a method that
minimizes the root-mean-square deviation between the timenormalized propulsive moment patterns (Mz(%push)). This
method is similar to that used by Kabada et al. to quantify the
repeatability in gait cycles [28]. The mean linear velocity
reached during pre-training (Vini) and the mean push angle
(PAini) were also calculated from the same selected 20 pushes.
The push angle was defined as the angular displacement of the
wheel, in degrees, between the onset and the offset of the push
phase, detected from the dual threshold method introduced in
the previous paragraph. All calculations were performed
separately on the left and right sides.
E. Configuration of the haptic biofeedback
A normalized version of the target MEF pattern
(MEFT(%push)) was first defined from MEFini(%push) using
two half Gaussian functions (Fig. 4a). The maximum value of
MEFT(%push) was set equal to MEFini(%push) maximum
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value plus 10%, with both maxima localized at the same timenormalized position. Also, MEFT(%push) was set equal to
MEFini(%push) between 0%-10% and 90%-100% of the
normalized push phase. Finally, because the haptic feedback
equation (i.e., Eq. (1)) requires MEFT to be expressed in terms
of the wheel angular displacement (θ), MEFT(%push) was
resampled to MEFT(θ), defined between θ = 0 degrees and θ =
PAini (Fig. 4b). The resampling was performed considering 0
degrees = 0% and PAini degrees = 100%.
To fully configure the HB according to (1), a biofeedback
intensity modulator ε was also required. The role of ε is to
directly modulate the intensity of the HB during the push. The
greater the ε is, the more important the M HB biofeedback
moment is for a given difference between the actual MEF and
MEFT. As for MEFT, a normalized version of the biofeedback
intensity modulator (ε(%push)) was first defined. Pattern
ε(%push) was chosen proportional to three parameters as
described by (3). These parameters were the mean bilateral
maximum voluntary propulsive moment (MVM), the mean
time-normalized propulsive moment pattern achieved on each
side during pre-training (Mzini(%push)) divided by its
maximum value (max(Mzini)), and finally a biofeedback level
(BL) (Fig.5a). This triple-proportional method allowed for the
HB to be personalized for each participant with respect to
strength ability. Since it was considered that a less stable
contact would exist between the hand and the wheel in the
early-beginning and late-end portions of the push phase,
ε(%push) was set to zero between 0%-10% and 90%-100% of
the time-normalized push phase. During these two periods, no
biofeedback was provided. Finally, because the biofeedback
equation also requires ε to be expressed in terms of θ,
ε(%push) was resampled to ε(θ) (Fig.5b) with the same
methodology as for MEFT(θ).

Fig. 4. Definition of the target MEF pattern from the mean MEF pattern
achieved during pre-training (MEFini(%push)). (a) time-normalized target
MEF pattern MEFT(%push). A: MEFT(10%) = MEFini(10%), B: max(MEFini),
B+10: max(MEFT) = max(MEFini)+10%, C: MEFT(90%) = MEFini(90%). (b)
resampled target MEF pattern MEFT(θ), now function of the wheel angular
displacement (θ).

(3)
F. Training with haptic biofeedback
Training was divided into five 3-minute blocks. Twominute rest periods were included after each block. During the
training blocks, five different biofeedback levels (BL1 to
BL5), with BL ∈ [0.33, 0.67, 1, 1.33, 1.67], were presented in
a randomized order. The biofeedback level values were chosen
so that MHB would represent at most 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and
25% of the participant’s MVM. The force and moment data
were recorded during the last 30 seconds of each 3-minute
training block. HB was enabled 3 seconds after the beginning
of each training block and was kept active until the end of the
block. Participants were told that they had to push more
tangentially on the handrims to increase their MEF, match
their target MEF pattern and consequently feel less resistance.
Participants were also instructed to always strive for the
lowest resistance possible, which indicated that their actual
MEF pattern was coming closer to the target pattern MEFT.

Fig. 5. Definition of the biofeedback intensity modulator from the mean
time-normalized propulsive moment pattern achieved on each side during pretraining (Mzini(%push)), its maximum value (max(Mzini)), the mean bilateral
maximum voluntary moment (MVM), and the biofeedback level (BL). (a)
time-normalized biofeedback intensity modulator pattern ε(%push). (b)
resampled biofeedback intensity modulator pattern ε(θ), now function of the
wheel angular displacement (θ).

In addition to the HB, a visual feedback was provided to the
participants during all five training blocks to help them control
their average wheelchair linear velocity and keep it close to
the velocity achieved during pre-training (Vini). The Vini value
was displayed as a thick dark green line. A green zone ranging
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from Vini +/- 1 SD and an orange zone ranging from Vini +/- 2
SD, with SD being the standard deviation on Vini, were also
present as extra visual feedback indications. Participants were
instructed to maintain their linear velocity within the green
zone interval, as close as possible to the thick dark green line.
Participants were therefore asked to control their wheelchair
linear velocity during the training with the help of the visual
feedback, while trying to modify their MEF pattern towards
the target pattern with the help of the haptic biofeedback.
Visual feedback was limited to velocity information and all
feedback on the MEF was provided through the HB during all
five training blocks.
G. Post-training trials
After a 2-minute rest period, two post-training trials without
HB lasting one minute each were conducted with the same
methodology used during pre-training. Visual feedback on the
linear velocity was also provided with the same instructions as
those received for the training trials.

6
statistics were used. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was
conducted on mean wheelchair linear velocity, mean power
output, ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF and ΔMEFRMS values between each of the five
training trials and the mean of the two pre-training trials (5
comparisons). A signed-rank test was also conducted between
the mean of the two post-training trials and the mean of the
two pre-training trials (one comparison). To account for a
possible increase in type-I errors, the significance level α of
0.05 was divided by the number of comparisons (total of 6),
which resulted in an adjusted α of 0.0083. Each side (left or
̅̅̅̅̅̅ and ΔMEFRMS, each
right) was analyzed separately. For MEF
quartile (Q2 and Q3) was also analyzed separately.
Next, a Friedman test comparing the five training trials was
̅̅̅̅̅̅ and ΔMEFRMS values to investigate the
conducted on MEF
effect of the intensity of the training. If one of the Friedman
tests yielded a significant result (p<0.05), a post-hoc contrast
analysis was performed using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with
Bonferroni correction. Each side (left or right) and each
quartile (Q2 and Q3) was analyzed separately.

H. Post-experiment data analysis
Data analysis was conducted separately on the left and right
sides. Collected raw force and moment data were filtered
using an eighth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a 30 Hz
cutoff frequency [29]. Pushes were identified using the dual
threshold method presented earlier and MEF(t) was calculated
using (2). The MEF(t) patterns were time-normalized to create
MEF(%push) patterns, and the 10 most repeatable pushes from
each pre-training, training and post-training trial were
identified using the method that minimizes the root-meansquare deviation on Mz(%push) presented earlier. The mean
wheelchair linear velocity, mean biofeedback moments (MHB)
and mean power output generated by the wheelchair user
during pre-training, training and post-training were also
calculated from the same selected pushes. Power output was
computed by multiplying Mz(%push) by the wheel angular
velocity.
The MEF(%push) patterns of the selected pushes were
subsequently divided into four quartiles: Q1=0%-25%;
Q2=25%-50%; Q3=50%-75% and Q4=75%-100%. Analysis
was primarily conducted on quartiles Q2 and Q3 simply
because the HB was always active in this portion of the push,
and because most of the propulsion effort was provided in the
middle of the push. For each of the 10 pushes selected in each
trial, parameters ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF and ΔMEFRMS were computed in
quartiles Q2 and Q3. ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF was the average value of
MEF(%push) in the quartile, and ΔMEFRMS was the rootmean-square
deviation
between
MEF(%push)
and
MEFT(%push) in the quartile. In each case, a lower value of
ΔMEFRMS indicated a stronger similarity between the achieved
MEF and the target MEF pattern in the quartile. Finally, the
̅̅̅̅̅̅ and ΔMEFRMS values calculated in each quartile for
ten MEF
each trial were averaged to facilitate comparisons.
I. Statistical analysis
Data distribution was checked using Lilliefors tests and
normality could not be assumed. Therefore, non-parametric

IV. RESULTS
A. Participants
Table I reports the participants’ main characteristics. Time
since injury varied considerably among the participants (2.5 to
38 years). Average MVMs and max(Mzini) values were very
similar on both sides in this population. All participants were
right handed.
B. Velocity, feedback intensity and power output
The mean biofeedback moments (MHB) and mean power
output progressively increased for training blocks with higher
intensity feedback (Table II). Power output was also
significantly higher during the training blocks compared to the
pre- and post-training (p≤0.007). Mean wheelchair linear
velocities remained equivalent or slightly decreased during the
training. All three parameters (i.e., velocity, MHB and power
output) were on average slightly higher on the left side.
C. Deviation from the target MEF during the training
compared to the pre-training
The MEF(%push) patterns achieved by all participants were
averaged. These left and right sides patterns are shown in
Fig. 6 for the mean of the two pre-training trials, the mean of
the two post-training trials and training blocks BL1, BL3 and
BL5.
TABLE I
PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic
Age (years)
Weight (kg)
Weight with wheelchair (kg)
Time since injury (years)
MVM (Nm)
max(Mzini) (Nm)

Left
Right
Left
Right
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Mean ± SD
42.4 ± 11.6
77.4 ± 14.9
93.6 ±15.2
14.8 ± 10.2
77.1 ± 20.6
76.5 ± 21.8
10.1 ± 2.2
10.4 ± 2.8
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TABLE II
MEAN BIOFEEDBACK MOMENTS, POWER OUTPUT AND WHEELCHAIR
LINEAR VELOCITY

Side
Pre
BL1
BL2
BL3
BL4
BL5
Post

Wheelchair linear
velocities (m/s)
Left
Right
1.25
1.16
1.21
1.14
1.14
1.18
1.19
1.14
1.19
1.13
1.12
1.14
1.26
1.20

Biofeedback
moment (Nm)
Left
Right
--2.1
1.9
4.1
3.6
5.2
4.9
6.3
6.5
8.0
7.6
---

Power output
(W)
Left
Right
27.4
25.2
30.9
29.3
36.8
37.0
41.6
41.1
46.5
45.8
48.8
47.6
27.0
26.0

Pre: Mean of pre-training trials; BLX: Training at biofeedback level X;
Post: Mean of post-training trials.
Bold: Significant difference (p<0.0083) found with the pre-training

Participants generally surpassed the target pattern
MEFT(%push) during the training in quartiles Q1 and Q2. In
Q3, the MEF(%push) patterns achieved by the participants
during the training blocks generally followed the target
MEFT(%push), despite being slightly lower. This was
especially true on the right side and for training blocks with a
higher biofeedback level.
Table III displays ΔMEFRMS scores calculated for each trial
on each side. No significant differences in ΔMEFRMS scores
were found neither between the pre-training and the training,
nor between any pairs of training blocks (p≥0.1).
Nevertheless, lower ΔMEFRMS scores were generally seen at
higher biofeedback levels (BL ≥ BL3) in quartile Q3.
ΔMEFRMS increased slightly in quartile Q2 during the training
compared to the pre-training. In quartile Q3, ΔMEFRMS scores
calculated for the training blocks on both sides were relatively
equal to the ones calculated for the mean of pre-training trials,
while a slight decreasing trend was observed on the right side.
D. Typical cases of MEF patterns observed during the
training in relation to the target MEF pattern
Three main reactions to the HB were observed among
participants during the training phase. These three cases are
illustrated in Fig. 7 and represent the learning spectrum.

Six participants succeeded in changing their MEF pattern to
follow the target pattern on both sides during most training
blocks (Fig. 7a). Four other participants managed to do the
same on the right side only. One participant was successful on
his left side only.
The first extreme of the learning spectrum is represented by
a participant who had a very high increase in MEF during the
training and surpassed the target MEFT(%push) (Fig. 7b). This
participant exceeded the target only on his right side. One
other participant also reacted with a pattern similar to the one
in Fig. 7b, but the MEF increase on both sides was much
lower.
Another learning spectrum extreme is represented by a
participant who decreased his MEF considerably during the
training trials compared to the MEF achieved during pretraining (Fig. 7c). This participant featured a Fig. 7c type
pattern on his left side only. Overall, only one participant
reacted to the HB by decreasing his MEF on both sides during
most training blocks. Four other participants, including those
depicted in Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c, also decreased their MEF
during the training, but only on their left side. Lastly, one
participant featured almost no change in his MEF achieved
during the training period compared to his average pattern
achieved during pre-training.
TABLE III
ΔMEFRMS ACHIEVED AS A % FOR QUARTILES Q2 AND Q3 (MEAN ± SD)
Left side
Right side
Trial
Q2
Q3
Q2
Q3
Pre
13.3 ± 4.9
15.6 ± 3.8
12.9 ± 5.5
14.2 ± 3.1
BL1
15.5 ± 6.8
17.4 ± 6.8
13.4 ± 7.5
14.5 ± 5.9
BL2
16.5 ± 8.0
17.2 ± 7.6
14.4 ± 9.5
13.6 ± 6.5
BL3
16.3 ± 8.7
14.9 ± 9.1
16.4 ± 10.7
12.3 ± 6.5
BL4
18.6 ± 10.8
14.7 ± 7.8
15.7 ± 10.2
12.0 ± 5.3
BL5
16.3 ± 9.0
13.7 ± 6.9
16.2 ± 12.1
12.6 ± 6.0
Post
14.6 ± 10.5
18.5 ± 11.5
11.5 ± 7.4
15.2 ± 6.5
Pre: Mean of pre-training trials; BLX: Training at biofeedback level X;
Post: Mean of post-training trials.

Fig. 6. Group average achieved MEF patterns (n=18) during pre-training, training and post-training. Quartiles Q1 (0-25%), Q2 (25-50%), Q3 (50-75%) and Q4
(75-100%) are separated by dotted lines.
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Fig 7. Typical MEF patterns achieved during training. (a) Participant who successfully followed the target MEF pattern. (b) Participant who surpassed the
target MEF pattern. (c) Participant who decreased his MEF.

E. Evolution of the mean MEF during the training
̅̅̅̅̅̅ values calculated for each trial and
Table IV displays MEF
on each side. The biofeedback level seemed to have a
̅̅̅̅̅̅ in both Q2 and Q3 quartiles and on
significant impact on MEF
both sides (p≤0.02). Significant increases in ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF were found
between the pre-training trial and training blocks BL3, BL4
and BL5 on the right side (p≤0.001). On the left side, ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF
was significantly higher during training block BL5 in quartile
Q2, and demonstrated a tendency to increase between the pretraining trial and training blocks BL3, BL4 and BL5 in
quartile Q3 (p≤0.06). ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF increased by about 3%-4% more in
quartile Q2 compared to quartile Q3, and on the right side
compared to the left.
F. Post-training outcomes
̅̅̅̅̅̅ decreased slightly during the post-training compared
MEF
to the pre-training on the left side, and remained equivalent on
the right side (Table IV). The ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF decrease led to a nonsignificant increase in ΔMEFRMS (Table III), especially on the
left side.
Eight participants succeeded to modify their MEF pattern
towards the target pattern even during the post-training period
(Fig. 8, Case (a)). Four individuals increased their left side
̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF by an average of 8% in both quartiles Q2 and Q3. Seven
individuals increased their right side ̅̅̅̅̅̅ by an average of 5%
in the two same quartiles. Three of these participants
̅̅̅̅̅̅ on both sides. The remaining participants
improved their MEF
̅̅̅̅̅̅ by an average
(Fig. 8, Case (b)) mainly decreased their MEF
of 9 % on the left side and 5% on the right side.

sessions) still need to be refined before the majority of the
participants could keep their new MEF pattern after the
training.

TABLE IV
̅̅̅̅̅̅ ACHIEVED AS A % FOR QUARTILES Q2 AND Q3 (MEAN ± SD)
MEF
Left side
Right side
Trial
Q2
Q3
Q2
Q3
x

Pre
x
BL1
x
BL2
x
BL3
x
BL4
x
BL5
x
Post

x

49.4 ± 15.5
4,5
48.5 ± 16.6
4,5
49.0 ± 20.0
54.0 ± 19.0
1,2
60.0 ± 17.1
1,2
61.8 ± 19.2
x
43.9 ± 16.1

x

63.2 ± 16.6
5
63.8 ± 18.8
4,5
62.9 ± 18.9
x
68.1 ± 18.8
2
69.5 ± 16.3
1,2
71.4 ± 18.3
59.1 ± 18.0

x

40.2 ± 13.2
3,4,5
42.4 ± 12.7
3,4,5
45.8 ± 17.9
1,2
53.6 ± 16.4
1,2
55.7 ± 14.1
1,2
55.9 ± 16.6
39.5 ± 15.2

57.2 ± 12.1
4,5
60.9 ± 14.3
3,5
63.3 ± 14.2
2
68.3 ± 14.0
1
69.8 ± 12.7
1,2
69.9 ± 13.5
55.8 ± 13.3

Pre: Mean of pre-training trials; BLX: Training at biofeedback level X;
Post: Mean of post-training trials.
Bold: Significant difference (p<0.0083) found with the pre-training;
x
: Significant difference (p<0.005) found with training block at biofeedback
level BLX.

V. DISCUSSION
The HB training session led participants to modify their
MEF pattern and become more effective during the push phase
while propelling the wheelchair mounted on the simulator.
HB, as configured in this study, appears to bring the average
achieved MEF pattern closer to the target MEF pattern within
a limited portion of push phase (quartiles Q3). Results also
tend to show that the HB must be strong enough (i.e., BL ≥
BL3) to produce a substantial change relative to MWUs’ pretraining MEF patterns. However, group post-training
outcomes indicate that the HB and the training configuration
(e.g. duration of training and rest period, number of training

Fig. 8. Average MEF patterns achieved in pre- versus post-training. Case
(a) are participants who managed to follow the target better in post-training
than in pre-training. Case (b) are the remaining participants.
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In terms of tracking the target MEF pattern, group average
patterns from Fig. 6 generally exceeded the target in quartile
Q2 and converged towards it in quartile Q3. Interestingly, this
exceeding/converging trend appears to be exacerbated at
higher biofeedback levels. The results of ΔMEFRMS from
Table III, especially the ones for the left side in Q 3, but also
the ones for the right side in Q2 and Q3, tend to support the
classification of biofeedback levels into two groups with lower
intensity (BL1-BL2) and higher intensity (BL3-BL4-BL5).
Another example of this type of trend can be seen in Fig. 6.
This figure shows that the MEF(%push) patterns achieved
during training block BL1 on both sides are very similar to the
MEFini(%push) patterns, while the MEF(%push) patterns for
training blocks BL3 and BL5 are considerably different.
Therefore, it appears that sufficient biofeedback (BL ≥ BL3) is
needed to produce a noticeable change in most MWUs’
habitual MEF pattern. Lower biofeedback intensities (BL1 or
BL2) may not be perceptible enough to drive most MWUs
towards greater propulsion effectiveness. Alternatively, more
intense training with HB such as that introduced during BL4
or BL5 might not bring a very considerable gain in MEF when
compared to training with BL3 intensity.
When analyzing quartile Q3 in Table III, we observe a
minimal decrease in ΔMEFRMS scores between the training
and the pre-training trials. However, when examining Fig. 6 in
the same quartile, we see that the mean MEF(%push) patterns
achieved during training, especially during training blocks
BL3 and BL5, tend to converge towards the target
MEFT(%push). This apparent contradiction is probably due to
the presence of a natural inter-cycle variability in each
participant’s propulsion during the experimental trials. To
provide an example of this natural inter-cycle variability, the
participants’ mean standard deviation of their 20 selected pretraining MEF patterns was equal to 7.9% in Q2 and 7.7% in Q3
on the right side (similar results for the left side). The
calculation of ΔMEFRMS partly takes this inter-cycle
variability into account since the root-mean-square deviation
with the target MEF pattern is computed for each selected
push before being averaged. Conversely, Fig. 6 only displays
the average MEF achieved in a trial. From these observations,
it appears that HB is generally able to drive most MWUs’
average MEF patterns towards the target pattern, especially
between 50%-75% of the normalized push phase, but does not
eliminate the natural inter-cycle variability in each user’s
propulsion.
The ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF, MHB and power output results contribute to a
better understanding of the behavior of the achieved MEF
patterns towards the target MEFT. ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF increased by up to
15.7% on the right side and 12.4% on the left side, which is
lower than the equivalent 31% to 36% increase observed in de
Groot et al’s study among healthy individuals with no
previous history of manual wheelchair use [11], and greater
than the equivalent -2% to 2% increase observed in Kotajarvi
et al.’s study among experienced MWUs [10]. The maximum
̅̅̅̅̅̅ increase was predominantly observed in quartile Q2 on
MEF
both sides, although propulsion was more effective in quartile
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Q3 (higher ̅̅̅̅̅̅ values). Just like in the case of ΔMEFRMS,
̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF, MHB and power output were generally higher during
training blocks that used a greater biofeedback level. The
participants may have found it easier to feel the higher
intensity biofeedback, which caused them to improve their
MEF. However, the simultaneous increase in ̅̅̅̅̅̅
MEF, MHB and
power output tends to support the idea that the MEF was at
least partly affected by the extra work load resistance created
by the higher intensity HB during training. A higher work load
is known to increase MEF, which, in turn, may reflect a
compensatory strategy to delay the occurrence of fatigue [9]–
[11]. As the tracking of the target MEF pattern was only
partial in this study, and as the ΔMEFRMS did not decrease by
more than 1%-2% for most participants, we cannot tell, at this
stage, whether the participants increased their MEF because of
the presence of a higher work load resistance during the
training, or because they learned to propel with a better
technique. There is currently no evidence-based information
available to predict how the MEF pattern would have been
affected if a constant MHB, equivalent to a constant extra work
load resistance, would have been applied. Other experimental
configurations, such as including periods of propulsion
without HB during the training, might be considered in the
future to collect MEF results without the influence of
resistance.
Although there was not much change in the post-training
versus pre-training MEF results for the group of participants,
eight individuals favorably modified their MEF patterns
towards the target even during the post-training, thereby
increasing their MEF (Fig. 8, Case (a)). For these participants,
the extra resistance could not be considered responsible for the
MEF increase, since no HB was provided during post-training.
The performance of these participants is certainly a first
indication that a carry over effect is possible and that HB may
represent an interesting novel modality to teach MWUs new –
and eventually more optimal – propulsion patterns. However,
the feedback and the training configurations still need to be
improved, since most participants did not reach a more
effective propulsion pattern during the post-training.
It is possible that the training period in the present study (5
sessions x 3 minutes) was not configured optimally to induce
what is referred to as an after-effect in most participants [30].
The relatively intensive training session may have created
muscular fatigue in some participants, which led them to
decrease their post-training MEF (Fig. 8, Case (b)). Moreover,
the training was conducted in a single session only. Many
previous studies involving training programs and feedback
tested the impact of multiple training sessions [5], [7], [11],
[31]. Given that repetition and practice are key factors in the
context of motor learning [31], [32], it is possible that a
greater number of training sessions distributed over a few
weeks would have resulted in a higher MEF and better
tracking of the target during the post-training phase. However,
this was not the objective of this study. The impact of several
training sessions will be tested in the future.
Generally speaking, greater variability exists among
individuals with a physical disability than among healthy
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individuals, especially when new motor tasks are
accomplished [30]. Hence, in the context of this specific
study, 11 participants were able to follow the target MEF
pattern on at least one of their sides (most often the right)
during most training blocks. Five other participants
predominantly reacted to the HB by decreasing their MEF
during the training phase, while one participant exceeded the
target on both sides. In other words, the HB, as configured in
this study, may not have driven every participant’s MEF
pattern in the expected direction. However, in almost all cases,
it triggered a change – sometimes a very substantial change –
in the MEF patterns achieved during the training phase
compared to that achieved on average during the pre-training
period. Sometimes, the change in MEF was even maintained
during post-training. Given its capability of triggering a
change with respect to the pre-training MEF pattern, we feel
that HB represents an interesting form of feedback to use
when training MWUs. HB may be more suitable for teaching a
specific MEF pattern to some participants, and less suitable
for others. Additional investigations are warranted in the
future to understand why some participants followed the target
pattern better than others.
A certain level of inter-subject variability also existed
within the participants’ pre-training MEF patterns. Twelve
participants had a monophasic MEF pattern, i.e., a pattern that
featured a single, clearly defined maximum (e.g., Fig. 7a).
However, this maximum was reached earlier in the push phase
in some cases, and later on in other cases. The six other
participants presented a biphasic pattern with two maxima.
The targeted double half-Gaussian MEF pattern seemed less
adapted to participants who had a biphasic pre-training MEF
pattern. In fact, in these cases, the target MEFT often featured
lower effectiveness than the pre-training MEF during or near
quartile Q2. Participants in the above situation generally
reacted by considerably exceeding the target around Q 2, thus
increasing their propulsion effectiveness compared to pretraining, yet increasing their ΔMEFRMS score. This may partly
account for the participant group increase observed in training
versus pre-training ΔMEFRMS scores in quartile Q2.
Given the results of this study, we could suggest making a
few improvements to the biofeedback parameters MEF T and ε.
In this study, we chose the target MEF pattern as an artificially
defined double half-Gaussian pattern having its maximum
value 10% higher than the mean pre-training MEF pattern
maximum on each side. We proposed to target a gradual and
moderate increase in MEF during training compared to what
the participants could achieve during pre-training because we
think this should minimize the risk of creating an excessive
load on the shoulders. The double half-Gaussian target pattern
was also selected because no evidenced-based “ideal” MEF
pattern could be found in the literature. However, it is possible
that this target pattern was not as achievable or as optimal as
initially thought. In fact, we notice in Fig. 6 that MEFT rises
rather quickly between quartiles Q2 and Q3, while the Q2-Q3
rise in the MEF patterns achieved by the participants is lower.
The steeper rise observed in the training MEF patterns
occurred mostly within 5%-30% of the time-normalized push
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phase (i.e., primarily in quartile Q1), especially when a higher
intensity HB was applied. Therefore, it is possible that the
proposed target pattern was not optimally duplicating the
manner in which MWUs increase their propulsion
effectiveness throughout the push phase. In the future, it will
be relevant to test a target MEF pattern closer in shape to the
MEF patterns achieved by the participants during the training
session. This implies a target pattern that would rise more
quickly in quartile Q1, and less quickly in quartile Q2 and Q3.
As with the target MEFT, the biofeedback intensity
modulator (ε) could also be optimized for easier learning and
better retention. For example, within a training program with
several blocks and/or sessions, the value of ε could be
gradually decreased between the first and the last training unit
so that the HB could be slowly reduced to zero. Reducing the
amount of feedback as therapy progresses has been
recommended to prevent participants from always relying on
this external source of information and only learning to
compensate for it [30], [32]. The ε value could also be slowly
modulated within a given training block or session. Indeed,
gradual changes in the intensity of the haptic feedback during
training sessions involving robotic assistive technologies has
been found to promote longer lasting after-effects [30].
A. Recommendations & limitations
This study has a few limitations. Firstly, the proposed
training with HB was tested on 18 participants, all with spinal
cord injury and all experienced MWUs, which limits the
generalization of the study to the overall population of
MWUs. In addition, although the simulator parameters were
adjusted for each participant, the propulsion training on the
simulator was still conducted using a single standard
wheelchair for all participants. Hence, the participants may
have been less comfortable with propelling and training in a
wheelchair that was not theirs. The different geometry of the
simulator wheelchair might also have affected the participants’
MEF production and improvement abilities [33]. Lastly, in (2),
we used an approximation based on the moment about the
wheel hub (Mz) to calculate the MEF both during the training
session on the simulator and during analysis. This
approximation, which has also been used by many other
authors [11], [16], [34], gives accurate results as long as the
moment applied by the hand can be disregarded [12], [35].
Although the moment applied by the hand is not typically very
important for propulsion on flat surfaces [36], it is still
present, causing an error when calculating the MEF and the
HB needed. Ideally, to obtain a better estimation of the MEF
while providing real-time HB, we would need a real-time
point of force application (PFA) tracking system [37]. The
PFA represents the position of the hand with respect to the
wheel center at a given time. In order to calculate the MEF
without approximation, clinicians must know the PFA
continuously along the push [37].
In spite of these limitations, this study provides unique
insight into a new simulator capable of providing real-time
HB, a form of biofeedback that had never been tested before
in the context of manual wheelchair propulsion. The results of
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this study are promising and could be used in the near future
to optimize biofeedback parameters and to design
comprehensive training programs dedicated to new and
experienced MWUs. A key step will be to assess the minimum
clinically-relevant change in MEF, which will greatly help to
set the objectives of future training programs involving HB.
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[8]

[9]

VI. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether a
single HB training session could lead a group of long-term
MWUs to dynamically modify their achieved MEF pattern
towards a chosen slightly more effective target MEF pattern.
The results confirmed that MWUs can indeed change their
propulsion patterns and reach better effectiveness with the
help of HB. During the training session, participants generally
exceeded the specifically-targeted MEF pattern at the
beginning of the push cycle and achieved it towards the end.
The partial convergence of the achieved MEF pattern towards
the target was supplemented by an increase in MEF, which
reached up to 15.7% on the right side and 12.4% on the left
side compared to the pre-training. In post-training, eight
participants maintained their MEF pattern relatively close to
the target, thereby improving their mean MEF by 8% on the
left side and 5% on the right side. The simulator used in this
study is a promising technology that could allow wheelchair
propulsion training programs to be developed in rehabilitation
centers. With proper training, we believe that MWUs will be
able to propel their wheelchair more effectively and benefit
from greater mobility. Future research will concentrate on
improving the configuration of the HB, while exploring
alternative models to more optimally define the target MEF
pattern.
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